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Abstract: Whether the new energy vehicle pilot policy (NEVPP) can achieve green innovation
and emission reduction is an important exploration for China to achieve green and sustainable
development. This research aims to empirically investigate the impact, impact mechanism, and
heterogeneity characteristics of the NEVPP on urban green innovation and emission reduction based
on panel data from 281 cities in China from 2004 to 2017, using difference-in-differences (DID)
methods and fixed effect (FE) models. The results show that the NEVPP significantly reduces the
carbon dioxide emissions of the pilot cities but significantly inhibits the green innovation, and the
results are robust to the placebo test, propensity score matching DID (PSM-DID) test, instrumental
variable (IV) estimation, emissions trading system (ETS), and Carbon-ETS interference test, and
change of the dependent variable. In addition, further studies have shown that the NEVPP’s emission
reduction effects are mainly achieved by reducing energy consumption, promoting technological
innovation, and adjusting industrial structure. Moreover, we found that the NEVPP performed better
in the regions where the level of economic development is high, the local government has a good
relationship with the market, and the level of non-state economic development is high. In general,
our research results show that the NEVPP has achieved innovation and emission reduction policy
effects in China, but it is also accompanied by an inhibitory effect on green technological innovation.

Keywords: NEVPP; green innovation; difference-in-differences; emission reduction; carbon emission;
energy conservation; industry structure; heterogeneity

1. Introduction

In the past four decades, China’s rapid economic growth has been accompanied by
excessive energy consumption, pollutant emissions, and greenhouse gas emissions [1–3].
China has explored the path of green development while balancing the relationship be-
tween environmental sustainability and high-speed economic growth for a long time [4,5],
such as emissions trading system (ETS) [6] and carbon-ETS [7]. However, this type of policy
is mainly aimed at the production activities of industrial enterprises, ignoring the environ-
mental problems of the transportation system in urban development [8], for example, fuel
vehicles have become an important part of urban greenhouse gases and harmful pollutants
(such as nitrogen oxides (NOX) and particulate matter (PM), etc.) emissions [9]. Developed
countries such as the United States, Germany, and Japan set their sights on the field of
new energy transportation as early as the 1970s [10], laid out policies for the new energy
automobile industry, and tried to use new energy vehicles (NEVs) to replace traditional fuel
vehicles to try to solve this problem [11–13]. In recent years, China, India, Pakistan, and
other countries have also begun to deploy new energy vehicle industries; various stimulus
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policies have been introduced to promote the development of these countries’ new energy
automobile industry. For example, around the year 2000, some Indian government poli-
cies that focused on the use of cleaner fuels did reduce vehicle emissions [14,15]. During
2009–2010, the Chinese government issued a series of new energy vehicle industry sub-
sidy policies, which effectively stimulated the production and consumption of NEVs [16].
The resulting discussion and research on the effectiveness of new energy vehicle subsidy
policies have received widespread attention [17].

The existing literature, and a large number of facts, support the belief that the new
energy vehicle subsidy policy can significantly improve the production and sales level of
NEVs in the region [18,19]. For example, Jenn et al., (2018) evaluated the impact of monetary
and non-monetary incentives from federal and state governments, power operators, and
many other entities on the adoption of electric vehicles. The study found that for every
USD 1000 provided as a rebate or tax credit, the average sales of electric vehicles increased
by 2.6% [17]. Moreover, policymakers generally accept that NEVs have great potential in
terms of saving energy and emission reduction [20]. However, some scholars still question
the effectiveness of the new energy vehicle subsidy policy. Doubts mainly come from
three aspects. One is to question whether NEVs have a green emission reduction effect
compared with traditional fuel vehicles [21]. Existing NEVs are still mainly driven by
electricity and, technically, they still depend, directly or indirectly, on fossil energy that
makes carbon and pollutant emissions [22]. In addition, the recycling and processing of new
energy vehicle batteries and the deployment of charging piles all involve environmental
issues [23,24]. The second aspect is to question whether the new energy subsidy policy itself
can achieve the green development goals expected by its policymakers [25]. The effective
implementation of government financial subsidy policies requires a good relationship
between the government and the market and the level of development of the private
economy because market-oriented competition can effectively avoid or dilute the distorting
impact of subsidy policies on the market price formation process [26]. However, there are
still regulatory loopholes in specific practices. Occasionally, companies and corrupt officials
have conspired to obtain state financial subsidies by defrauding them, which may lead to
national fiscal and tax losses and resource misallocation [27–29] and poses a greater threat
to the effectiveness of the policy. The third aspect is to question the endogenous problems
that may exist in the evaluation of the effect of the existing new energy automobile industry
subsidy policy [30], that is, whether there is a selection bias in the selection of subsidy
pilots or subsidy targets, which will greatly reduce the credibility of the policy evaluation
conclusions [31].

Although existing research provides quantitative support for the emission reduction
effects of new energy vehicle subsidy policies [32,33], NEVs can partly or completely get
rid of the excessive dependence of TFVs on fossil fuels, and use clean green energy to,
directly or indirectly, reduce the emission of greenhouse gases and air pollutants harmful
to human life and health [34]. For example, Nie et al., (2015) analyzed the carbon emission
reduction capabilities of NEVs by constructing a new energy vehicle urban logistics carbon
emission model and calculated the total carbon emission reduction after the promotion and
application of new energy vehicles. The results show that the application of new energy
vehicles in the logistics industry has a certain carbon emission reduction effect. With the
continuous development of new energy vehicle technology, the effect of carbon emission
reduction will become more significant [35]. However, this type of research lacks in-depth
research on the internal mechanism of the emission reduction effect.

Furthermore, research on the product life cycle of new energy vehicles shows that
companies face huge operational risks in the early development of the new energy vehicle
industry due to the high risks of technology research and development activities [36]. The
government chooses to support the R&D and production activities of new energy vehicle
companies through financial subsidies and other policy tools in the early stage of industrial
development. On the one hand, this helps to reduce innovation costs and enhance the
ability of new energy vehicle companies to resist risks [37]. On the other hand, it helps guide
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consumers to consume new energy vehicles and improve corporate performance [38]. This
is conducive to enterprises carrying out more innovative activities [39,40] and promotes
the technological innovation of the new energy industry in the core technology fields
of automotive low-carbonization, informatization, intelligence, power batteries, drive
motors, high-efficiency internal combustion engines, advanced transmissions, lightweight
materials, and intelligent control [41–44]. For example, Xue et al., (2021) constructed a quasi-
natural experiment of policy impact based on panel data of 123 new energy vehicle listed
companies from 2009 to 2018 and empirically studied the impact of promotion policies on
corporate technological innovation. The results show that: (1) The recommended catalog of
new energy vehicles has a significant positive impact on corporate technological innovation;
(2) The recommended catalog has the largest positive impact on corporate technological
innovation in the economically developed eastern region, followed by the central region,
and the smallest impact in the western region; (3) The positive impact of the recommended
catalog on the technological innovation of state-owned enterprises is greater than that of
private enterprises. Other related studies have also come to similar research conclusions:
that is, the new energy vehicle pilot policy(NEVPP) has a significant positive incentive
effect on innovation [35,37]. However, the above research did not link innovation and
emission reduction for inspection and analysis. There is a lack of comprehensive analysis
of the relationship between subsidy policy, green innovation, and emission reduction.
In addition, when the same subsidy policy is implemented in different cities or regions,
different degrees of spatial heterogeneity will inevitably appear [45]. However, the existing
research pays little attention to the heterogeneity of subsidy policy effects caused by factors
such as geographical location, government and market relations, and the development
level of the private economy.

Above all, the purpose of this research is to take China’s NEVPP as the research object
and apply the difference-in-differences(DID) method and fixed effects model to empirically
test whether the NEVPP has green innovation effects and emission reduction effects on
pilot cities, and to carry out an in-depth investigation of the internal mechanism and the
source of heterogeneity of the effect of the new energy fiscal subsidy policy.

The structure of this study is arranged as follows. Section 2 summarizes the back-
ground of the NEVPP in China. Section 3 introduces the empirical research design. Section
4 reports the estimation results of the benchmark model, and Section 5 analyzes the impact
mechanism. Section 6 examines the heterogeneity of policy effects, Section 7 carries out
different robustness tests. The last section provides the discussion and main conclusions.

2. The NEVPP in China

China is the world’s largest energy consumption country and the world’s largest auto-
mobile production and sales country. It faces severe challenges in strengthening energy
conservation and emission reduction and leading the transformation of the traditional
automobile industry. For this reason, the Chinese government has conducted many en-
vironmental policy explorations [46,47] and introduced a series of policy incentives to
guide the development of the new energy automobile industry. Among these policies, the
NEVPP, that has had a greater impact on the development of the new energy automobile
industry, mainly includes the following three items, the specific contents of which are
shown in Table 1. It should be noted that the NEVPP is composed of two parts of policies
that overlap in time and city, which are pilot projects for the demonstration and promotion
of energy-saving and new energy vehicles (DPENEVs) in 25 cities, and subsidies for the
private purchase of new energy vehicles (SPPNEVs) that have been launched in six cities
(as shown in Figure 1).
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Table 1. NEVPP in China (2009–2010).

Policy Time and
Document Name Motivation Content Pilot Cities

In January 2009, Notice on
Carrying out the Pilot Work

of Demonstration and
Promotion of

Energy-saving and New
Energy Vehicles

Expand automobile
consumption, accelerate the
structural adjustment of the
automobile industry, and

promote the
industrialization of

energy-saving and new
energy automobiles

The central government focuses on
subsidies for the purchase of

energy-saving and new energy
vehicles. Hybrid vehicles (including

plug-in hybrid vehicles) can receive a
subsidy of up to CNY 50,000 based on
fuel-saving rate and maximum electric
power ratio, and pure electric vehicles
can receive a subsidy of CNY 60,000.

Beijing, Shanghai,
Chongqing, Changchun,
Dalian, Hangzhou, Jinan,
Wuhan, Shenzhen, Hefei,

Changsha, Kunming,
andNanchang, as shown in

Figure 1

In May 2010,
Notice on expanding the

work related to the
demonstration and

promotion of energy-saving
and new energy vehicles in

the public service field

Carry out further
promotion work and

accelerate the
industrialization of

energy-saving and new
energy vehicles

According to the actual promotion of
energy-saving and new energy

vehicles, the financial departments of
the pilot cities appropriated the
subsidy funds according to the

prescribed standards. The specific
management measures of the subsidy
funds shall be formulated by the pilot

cities in light of the actual local
conditions and reported to the

Ministry of Finance for the record.

Tianjin, Haikou,
Zhengzhou, Xiamen,
Suzhou, Tangshan,

Guangzhou, Shenyang,
Hohhot, Chengdu,

Nantong, and Xiangyang,
as shown in Figure 1

In May 2010,
Notice on launching the

pilot program of subsidies
for the private purchase of

new energy vehicles

Accelerate technological
progress in the automotive

industry, focus on
cultivating strategic

emerging industries, and
promote energy

conservation and emission
reduction

The central government will provide a
one-time subsidy for new energy

vehicles purchased, registered, and
used by private individuals in pilot

cities. The local government allocates
certain funds, focusing on supporting

the construction of supporting
infrastructures such as charging

stations, the purchase of new energy
vehicles, and the repurchase of

batteries. According to the standard,
the maximum subsidy for plug-in
hybrid passenger vehicles is CNY
50,000 per vehicle; the maximum

subsidy for pure electric passenger
vehicles is CNY 60,000 per vehicle.

Shanghai, Changchun,
Shenzhen, Hangzhou,
Hefei, and Beijing, as

shown in Figure 1

The most direct economic effect of the NEVPP is the production and consumption
effect of NEVs. Judging from the 2010–2018 new energy vehicle production and sales data
released by the China Association of Automobile Manufacturers (as shown in Figure 2),
the production of NEVs increased from 7181 in 2010 to 1,270,481 in 2018, ranking first in
the world for four consecutive years. The number of new energy sales also increased from
4884 in 2010 to 1256,195 in 2018. The overall new energy vehicle production and sales data
have increased in number and speed at an alarming rate. It is undeniable that China’s
NEVPP has made certain achievements in the production capacity and consumption
of NEVs. However, official statistics did not disclose information on the urban green
innovation and emission reduction effects of the pilot policy, a lack of policy evaluation on
the above two aspects. Therefore, it is necessary to conduct a more in-depth analysis.
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3. Research Design
3.1. Samples and Data

Considering the possible time lag between the introduction of the first batch of pilot
policies and their implementation, we set the NEVPP policy time point to 2010. Coupled
with the requirements of the before and after time trend analysis of the parallel trend test
of the DID research method, we chose the 6 years before the policy time point, that is,
2004–2009, and the 7 years after the policy time point, a total of 14 years from 2004–2017, as
the sample period for NEVPP policy evaluation. We deleted the cities whose administrative
divisions were adjusted during the sample period, such as Chaohu City in Anhui Province
and Longnan City in Gansu Province, etc. In addition, we deleted Hong Kong, Macao,
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and Taiwan regions with different statistical calibers, as well as cities in Tibet and ethnic
minority autonomous regions where data samples were missing.

The various economic output value data of the city-level control variables were all
price deflated based on 2003. The data comes from the “China Statistical Yearbook”, “China
Regional Economic Statistical Yearbook”, and “China City Statistical Yearbook” across
the years. The city (green) patent authorization data comes from the China Research
Data Service Platform (CNRDS) database. Urban carbon emissions were calculated by
superimposing the carbon emissions of the counties under their jurisdiction.

3.2. Variables
3.2.1. Dependent Variable

The dependent variables of this study are the level of urban green innovation and
carbon dioxide emissions. Based on Shi and Lee (2020 [31]), urban green innovation is
measured by the ratio of the number of urban green patents to the total number of patents
granted. The urban carbon dioxide emission data is calculated by taking the logarithm
of the total carbon dioxide emission (million tons) of the districts and counties under the
jurisdiction of the city. The data of districts and counties were calculated using the apparent
emission calculation algorithm.

3.2.2. Key Explanatory Variable

The key explanatory variable of this study is the dummy variable of the NEVPP, which
is composed of the pilot group dummy variable and the pilot time group dummy variable.
When a city belongs to the pilot group (list in Table 1 column 4), the pilot group dummy
variable is 1; otherwise, it is 0.

Figure 3 shows the time series trend of urban green innovation level and carbon
dioxide emissions in the treatment group and the control group cities from 2004 to 2017.
It is not difficult to see that before and after the pilot policy, the changing trend of the
treatment group and the control group underwent major changes. After the implementation
of the pilot policy, the gap between the treatment group and the control group of the urban
green innovation level was significantly reduced. The carbon dioxide emissions of the
pilot cities fluctuated drastically two years after the implementation of the pilot policy.
After that, the emission reduction effect was significantly better than that of the control
group cities.
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3.2.3. Control Variables

Based on the existing literature [7,30,31], we controlled for a set of variables to cap-
ture the influence factors of green innovation and carbon dioxide emissions. The control
variables included economic development level (GDP per capita), population size (total
population), energy consumption (logarithm of per capita industrial electricity consump-
tion), government intervention (per capita fiscal expenditure), education expenditure
(logarithm of education expenditure), industrial structure (the ratio of the secondary in-
dustry to the tertiary industry), scientific research human capital (the proportion of the
number of employees in the scientific research comprehensive technical service industry in
the total population).

3.3. Empirical Model

We applied DID to study the impact of NEVPP on green innovation. The panel DID
model is set as follows

Yit
{giit ,CO2 it}

= α0 + α1DIDit + α2controlit + cityi + yeart + provincej × yeart + εit (1)

where the dependent variable Yit denotes the urban green innovation and carbon dioxide
emissions in city i at year t. The independent variable DIDit denotes the dummy variable of
NEVPP, which equals 1 if the city i at year t is approved as the pilots, otherwise, it equals 0.
controlit denotes control variables. α0 denotes the constant, α1 denotes the coefficients of the
independent variable, α2 denotes the coefficients of control variables. cityi is urban fixed
effects absorbing all unobserved city-specific, time-invariant factors that may influence the
dependent variable. yeart is the year fixed effect to control for the general macroeconomic
factors affecting all cities. provincej×yeart is the province individual time effect to control
for unobservable factors that vary over time in each province on the estimation results. εit
is a random error.

4. Empirical Analysis
4.1. Baseline Regression

As shown in Table 2, columns (1) and (2) are the average treatment effect (ATE) results
estimated by the panel DID model. Columns (3) and (4) are the dynamic treatment effect
(DTE) results of each year after the implementation of the pilot policy estimated by the
panel DID model.

The results show that after controlling for the individual effects of the city, the time
effect of the year, and the time effect of the province, the NEVPP has a significant impact
on green technology innovation, and emission reduction in pilot cities. The NEVPP signifi-
cantly reduced carbon dioxide emissions in pilot cities, but at the same time significantly
inhibited green technology innovation in pilot cities; the coefficients are all significant at
the 10% confidence level. The dynamic effect analysis results of columns (3)–(4) show that
the pilot policy had a significant impact on urban green innovation and carbon emissions
each year after the implementation of the policy. In terms of green innovation, from 2010
to 2017, the DTE estimation results in each year showed a significant inhibitory effect; the
coefficient was significant at the 1% confidence level, and the inhibitory effect increased
year by year. In terms of emission reduction, from 2010 to 2017, the DTE estimation results
in each year showed a significant promotion effect; the coefficient was significant at the 1%
confidence level, and the emission reduction effect increased year by year. This once again
confirms the inhibitory effect of the NEVPP on the green innovation of the pilot cities and
the reduction effect on carbon dioxide emissions. The inhibitory effect of green innovation
is slightly different from the existing research conclusions, and the emission reduction
effect is the same as the existing research.
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Table 2. Baseline regression results.

Green
Innovation(GI)-ATE CO2 Emissions-ATE GI-DTE CO2 Emissions-DTE

(1) (2) (3) (4)

DID
−0.237 * −0.020 *
(−1.72) (−1.66)

Treat × year10 −0.862 *** −0.261 *
(−3.77) (−1.65)

Treat × year11 −0.886 *** 0.096
(−3.55) (1.23)

Treat × year12 −0.966 *** 0.138
(−3.62) (1.58)

Treat × year13 −1.106 *** −0.311 ***
(−3.98) (−2.65)

Treat × year14 −1.237 *** −0.446 ***
(−4.18) (−3.15)

Treat × year15 −1.454 *** −0.667 ***
(−4.33) (−4.35)

Treat × year16 −1.542 *** −0.604 ***
(−4.21) (−3.94)

Treat × year17 −1.601 *** −0.705 ***
(−4.21) (−4.32)

Constant −5.887 *** 2.109 *** −5.833 *** −4.330 ***
(−3.36) (15.96) (−3.50) (−7.25)

Control Y Y Y Y
Year-FE Y Y Y Y
City-FE Y Y Y Y

Pro ×year Y Y Y Y
Obs. 3934 3934 3934 3934

Adj-R2 0.163 0.975 0.163 0.913

Note: The parentheses are the t-values. *** and * represent significant levels at 1% and 10%, respectively.

To investigate the policy effects of the NEVPP in-depth, this study also took urban
innovation and PM10 concentration as substitute variables for green innovation and carbon
emissions. Based on Peng, Sun and Nie (2017 [48]) and Zhou and Cheng (2021 [49]),
urban meteorological factors (MFs, including precipitation, wind speed, temperature,
and humidity, etc., MFs data comes from China Meteorological Data Service Centre) had
a significant impact on urban PM10 concentration. Therefore, we controlled the MFs
regression, and built a new analysis model (Equations (2) and (3)) for estimation.

Innovationit = α0 + α1DIDit + α2controlit + cityi + yeart + provincej × yeart + εit (2)

PM10it = α0 + α1DIDit + α2control(withMFs)it + cityi + yeart + provincej × yeart + εit (3)

The results are shown in Table 3. Columns (1) and (2) are the ATE results estimated by
the panel DID model, and columns (3) and (4) are the DTE results for each year after the
implementation of the pilot policy. Consistent with the baseline model estimation results,
the ATE estimation results show that the NEVPP had a significant emission reduction effect,
the coefficient is significant at the 5% confidence level; the difference is that the NEVPP also
had a significant innovation effect, the coefficient is significant at the 1% confidence level.
This means that the NEVPP significantly improved the technological innovation level of
pilot cities, but it inhibited the city’s green innovation process. Subsequent heterogeneity
analysis conducted an in-depth analysis of this result.
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Table 3. Regression results about Innovation and PM10.

Innovation-ATE PM10-ATE Innovation-DTE PM10-DTE

(1) (2) (3) (4)

DID
0.220 *** −0.411 **

(2.61) (−2.36)

Treat × year10 1.520 *** −1.167 ***
(15.62) (−13.73)

Treat × year11 2.018 *** −1.398 **
(15.42) (−2.30)

Treat × year12 2.462 *** −1.658 ***
(17.18) (−2.63)

Treat × year13 2.794 *** −0.846 **
(15.93) (−2.01)

Treat × year14 2.893 *** −1.048 **
(9.39) (−1.74)

Treat × year15 3.434 *** −0.956 ***
(11.74) (−2.66)

Treat × year16 3.876 *** −0.933 **
(18.72) (−2.31)

Treat × year17 3.887 *** −13.673 ***
(16.50) (−74.81)

Constant 3.118 *** −3.887 3.146 *** −6.492
(3.61) (−0.85) (3.56) (−1.45)

Control Y Y
Control (add MFs) Y Y

Year-FE Y Y Y Y
City-FE Y Y Y Y

Pro ×year Y Y Y Y
Obs. 3934 3525 3934 3525

Adj-R2 0.889 0.890 0.888 0.889

Note: The parentheses are the t-values. *** and ** represent significant levels at 1% and 5%, respectively.

4.2. Parallel Trend Test

The key identification hypothesis of the DID model is that non-pilot areas provide
effective counterfactual changes for the policy treatment effects of pilot areas [50,51],
that is, before the implementation of the NEVPP, urban green innovation and carbon
dioxide emissions maintain relatively stable changes, while there is a significant difference
between the treatment group and the control group after the pilot implementation (as
shown in Figures 3 and 4). To ensure the basic assumption is met, this study followed the
parallel trend test method of DID and performed panel DID regression for the first 4 years
and the last 5 years of the treatment period. The regression results show that before the
implementation of the NEVPP, there was no systematic difference in the time trend between
the pilot area and non-pilot area, which means it satisfies the parallel trend assumption.
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5. Mechanism Analysis

As discussed in Section 1, the NEVPP may affect carbon dioxide emissions through
energy conservation, innovation, and adjustment of industrial structure. We empirically
tested these potential impact mechanisms.

5.1. Impact of Energy Conservation

Under the support of the NEVPP policy, new energy vehicle manufacturers in pilot
cities have significantly reduced operating costs and innovation risks, and significantly
improved corporate profitability. This gives these new energy vehicle manufacturers
enough space to carry out more technological innovation activities, which includes the
promotion of technological innovations in the new energy industry in the low-carbonization
of automobiles, power batteries, drive motors, and high-efficiency internal combustion
engines. Partially, or even completely, replacing traditional fossil energy consumption may
directly or indirectly reduce urban fossil energy consumption, and then achieve emission
reduction targets through energy conservation. Therefore, we believe that the pilot policy
can achieve the policy goal of reducing carbon dioxide emissions by reducing urban energy
consumption. We learnt from the practice of Wu et al. (2014 [52]), by adopting satellite
night light data to simulate and measure the energy consumption of the city, and used the
following model to test the mechanism:

CO2it = α0 + (α1DIDit + α3ecit + α4DIDit × ecit) + α2controlit + cityi + yeart + provincej × yeart + εit (4)

Table 4 column (1) gives the estimated results of Equation (4). It is shown that the
interaction coefficient of the NEVPP DID and the energy consumption is significantly
negative at the 5% level, indicating that the NEVPP can significantly reduce carbon dioxide
emissions of the pilot cities by energy conservation.
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Table 4. Results of the impact mechanism analysis.

CO2 Emissions

Energy Conservation Innovation Industry Structure

(1) (2) (3)

DID *ec
−0.087 **
(−2.28)

DID *innovation
−0.010 **
(−2.12)

DID *str
−0.091 **
(−1.97)

Constant
0.681 *** 1.539 *** 1.122 ***

(3.11) (7.44) (5.11)
Control Y Y Y
Year-FE Y Y Y
City-FE Y Y Y

Pro ×year Y Y Y
Obs. 3934 3934 3934

Adj-R2 0.906 0.710 0.896

Note: The parentheses are the t-values. ***, ** and * represent significant levels at 1%, 5% and
10%, respectively.

5.2. Impact of Innovation

The NEVPP mainly uses various financial subsidies from central government and
local government to intervene in the R&D, production, and consumption links of the
new energy automobile industry. On the one hand, this can help new energy automobile
manufacturers resist the huge risks of innovation in the early stage of the development of
the new energy automobile industry, and promote the innovation activities of new energy
automobile companies. On the other hand, it can also increase the R&D investment of
enterprises by reducing costs and increasing the scale of profitability, and also increase
the intensity of technological innovation activities. Both can speed up the technological
innovation process of new energy vehicle manufacturers in the fields of low-carbonization,
informatization, and intelligence of vehicles, as well as technological progress in the fields
of power batteries, drive motors, high-efficiency internal combustion engines, advanced
transmissions, lightweight materials, and intelligent control. The government’s NEVPP can
significantly improve the technological innovation level of new energy companies through
the above two channels, thereby enhancing the city’s innovation capabilities and achieving
energy-saving and emission reduction goals. We use the logarithm of the number of urban
patent grants to measure the level of innovation at the city level, and use the following
model to test the mechanism

CO2it = α0 + (α1DIDit + α3innovationit + α4DIDit × innovationit) + α2controlit
+cityi + yeart + provincej × yeart + εit

(5)

Table 4 column (2) gives the estimated results of Equation (5). The interaction coeffi-
cient of the NEVPP DID and innovation is significantly negative at the 10% level, indicating
that NEVPP can improve the innovation of territorial cities, which can significantly reduce
carbon dioxide emissions of the pilot cities.

5.3. Impact of Industry Structure

The NEVPP also affects the macro-industrial structure of the city, and affect the city’s
carbon dioxide emissions through industrial structure adjustment. In the pilot areas, the
traditional automobile industry was affected by the new energy automobile industry policy,
the operating costs of enterprises have increased significantly due to the competitive effect
of NEVs. Coupled with the pressure of other types of energy-saving and emission reduction
policies implemented by the city government, this has caused the auto industry capital
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to gradually withdraw from the traditional auto production field and invest in the new
energy auto industry. This capital transfer effect will form an adjustment of the industrial
structure at the industrial level. Moreover, the implementation of the new energy vehicle
pilot policy also attracts the transfer of capital from other polluting industries to the green
energy-saving field, which will further affect the industrial structure of the city. The green
adjustment of the urban industrial structure will inevitably reduce the dependence on
fossil fuel energy at the industrial level, and increase the proportion of non-fossil energy.
This directly or indirectly reduces the level of urban carbon dioxide emissions. Therefore,
this study believes that the new energy vehicle pilot policy can affect the city’s carbon
emissions by adjusting the city’s industrial structure. We used the ratio of the added value
of the city’s secondary industry to GDP to measure the city’s industrial structure, and use
the following model to test the impact mechanism

CO2it = α0 + (α1DIDit + α3strit + α4DIDit × strit) + α2controlit + cityi + yeart + provincej × yeart + εit (6)

Table 4 column (3) gives the estimated results of Equation (6). The interaction coeffi-
cient between the NEVPP DID and industry structure is significantly negative at the 5%
level, indicating that the NEVPP can adjust the industry structure of pilot cities, which can
significantly reduce carbon dioxide emissions of the pilot cities.

6. Heterogeneity Analysis

The NEVPP is essentially a new energy automobile industry policy; the implementa-
tion of industrial policy is closely related to the economic development level of the policy
area. Generally speaking, areas with a higher level of economic development have a larger
market scale and more intense market competition than areas with lower levels of economic
development. It is easier for industrial policies to exert their policy effects in areas with
large market scale and more competitive markets.

In addition, the fiscal subsidy policy represented by the NEVPP is different from
market-oriented policy tools because the fiscal subsidy policy, with obvious characteristics
of government intervention itself, is one of the important reasons for the distortion of
market commodity factor prices. This kind of price distortion will affect the market
competition pattern. Therefore, the effective implementation of the fiscal subsidy policy is
more dependent on the marketization level of the policy area than market-oriented policy
tools; specifically, it depends more on the relationship between the government and the
market and the level of development of the non-state-owned economy. In areas where the
government has a good relationship with the market, the government’s intervention in the
market is relatively weak. Under the conditions of a certain level of economic development,
market competition is relatively more adequate. Enterprises can take advantage of their
own technological innovation under a better competitive landscape, and generate more
monopoly profits; the higher the efficiency of resource allocation is, then the greater the
probability of successful technological innovation and the higher the energy efficiency.
Under certain conditions of output, the overall carbon emission level will be lower.

As we all know, many countries with low levels of economic development have obvi-
ous characteristics of government intervention. Strong government intervention means
two possible scenarios. One is market segmentation caused by excessive competition by
local governments; this is not conducive to the formation of the overall competition pattern
in the region and causes the distortion of regional resource element prices, which has an
adverse effect on the effectiveness of the policy. The second category is the corruption of
rent-seeking rights under the collusion of government and enterprise; the main manifes-
tation of this is that government employees use their rights to conspire with new energy
automobile companies to defraud state subsidies. This causes the loss of public property
and at the same time distorts regional resource element prices, which adversely affects the
effectiveness of the policy.

The economic development level is divided into three groups: the eastern region,
the central region, and the western region. The three northeastern provinces have fewer
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samples and are not listed separately, but they are combined into the eastern region for
unified analysis. Secondly, according to the research of Li and Ramanathan (2018, [53]),
we used the provincial marketization data disclosed by Fan Gang et al. [54]. According to
the median of the government–market relationship index, the sample cities are divided
into two levels, namely, regions with good government–market relations and regions with
poor government–market relations. Similarly, according to the median of the non-state-
owned economic development level index in the provincial marketization data, the sample
cities are divided into two groups, namely, regions with a higher level of non-state-owned
economic development and regions with a lower level. The heterogeneity groupings all
use the data before the pilot period, and the 2009 data are used here to avoid possible
selection bias.

Table 5 shows the estimated results of the heterogeneity analysis of the NEVPP
based on the grouping by locations. Columns (1) and (2) are the estimation results in the
eastern region, columns (3) and (4) are the estimation results in the central region, and
columns (5) and (6) are the estimation results in the western region. Firstly, we examined
the heterogeneous effects of NEVPP on urban green innovation in different locations.
The results show that in the eastern region with a high level of economic development,
the NEVPP had a significant positive effect on green innovation in pilot cities, and the
coefficient is significant at the 5% level. In the central and western regions, the NEVPP did
not show a positive effect on green innovation in pilot cities but showed a negative impact,
and the coefficient in the western region was significant at the 10% level. This explains one
possible reason for the green innovation suppression effect derived from the benchmark
model regression, that is, the level of economic development is an important source of
the NEVPP’s green innovation effect heterogeneity. The economically developed regions
have a large market and sufficient market-oriented competition. Therefore, the NEVPP
policy can give full play to its green innovation effect. In economically underdeveloped
areas, this promotion effect will reverse and become a negative inhibitory effect. Since
there are more urban individuals in the central and western regions of China, the overall
negative inhibitory effect is shown. Next, we focused on the heterogeneous effects of the
NEVPP on carbon emissions in different locations. On the whole, the coefficients of the
three regions are all negative, which means that they all indicate the reduction effect of the
NEVPP. However, only the eastern region is significant at the 5% level, which means that
the overall NEVPP emission reduction effect is mainly due to the eastern region playing a
major role.

Table 5. Heterogeneity analysis results of different locations.

East Central West

(1) GI (2) CO2 (3) GI (4) CO2 (5) GI (6) CO2

DID 0.617 ** −0.032 ** −0.187 −0.015 −0.877 * −0.052
(2.42) (−2.25) (−0.64) (−1.20) (−1.96) (−1.57)

Constant −5.406 *** 3.109 *** −5.370 *** 2.236 *** −5.211 ** 2.086 ***
(−2.76) (12.50) (−2.75) (8.34) (−2.52) (17.46)

Control Y Y Y Y Y Y
Year-FE Y Y Y Y Y Y
City-FE Y Y Y Y Y Y

Pro ×year Y Y Y Y Y Y
Obs. 3934 3934 3934 3934 3934 3934

Adj-R2 0.167 0.967 0.164 0.973 0.165 0.957
Note: The parentheses are the t-values. ***, ** and * represent significant levels at 1%, 5% and 10%, respectively.

Table 6 shows the estimated results of the heterogeneity analysis of the NEVPP based
on the grouping by government–market relations and development of the non-state-owned
economy. Columns (1)–(4) are the estimated results based on government–market relations
grouping, columns (5)–(8) are the estimated results grouped according to the development
of the non-state-owned economy. Firstly, we will examine the heterogeneous effects of the
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NEVPP under different groups on urban green innovation. The results show that in areas
where the government–market relationship is good, that is, areas where the government’s
direct intervention in the market is low, as well as in regions with a high development of
the non-state-owned economy, that is, regions where the government through state-owned
units indirectly intervenes in the market with low intensity, the NEVPP exhibits a positive
green innovation effect, and the regional coefficient of development of the non-state-owned
economy is significant at the 1% level. This explains the other possible reasons for the
inhibitory effect of green innovation derived from the regression of the benchmark model,
namely government–market relations and development of the non-state-owned economy.
This shows that both direct and indirect government interventions in the market will have
a negative impact on the green innovation effect of the NEVPP. This result reflects the
key influence of market-oriented reforms in the effect of the NEVPP policy. Secondly,
we examine the impact of the NEVPP on carbon emissions heterogeneity under different
groups. Similarly, the emission reduction effect of the NEVPP is significant in areas with
good government–market relations and areas with a high development of the non-state-
owned economy. In another group of cities, this showed a positive impact (but the result
was not significant). This means that the government’s direct intervention in the market
and indirect intervention also affect the city’s carbon emissions.

Table 6. Heterogeneity analysis results of different government and market relations, development of non-state-
owned economy.

Government–Market Relations Development of Non-State-Owned Economy

Good Bad High Low

(1) GI (2) CO2 (3) GI (4) CO2 (5) GI (6) CO2 (7) GI (8) CO2

DID 0.030 −0.027 *** −0.787 ** 0.014 0.478 *** −0.020 ** −0.751 *** 0.023
(0.29) (−2.75) (−2.20) (0.44) (2.66) (−2.00) (−2.79) (0.50)

Constant −5.584 *** 2.845 *** −4.004 −1.888 *** −5.031 *** 2.882 *** −6.197 ** −1.893 ***
(−3.25) (23.46) (−0.85) (−6.71) (−2.98) (17.41) (−2.13) (−7.66)

Control Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y
Year-FE Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y
City-FE Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

Pro×year Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y
Obs. 1893 1375 1694 1451 2146 1847 1675 1438

Adj-R2 0.121 0.960 0.166 0.847 0.031 0.971 0.183 0.726

Note: The parentheses are the t-values. *** and ** represent significant levels at 1%, and 5%, respectively.

Above all, we believe that the NEVPP’s policy effects for promoting green technology
innovation and emission reduction show significant heterogeneity under different eco-
nomic development levels, government–market relations, and non-state-owned economic
development levels, and the policy effects perform better in the regions where the level
of economic development is high, the local government has a good relationship with the
market, and the level of non-state economic development is high.

7. Robustness Test
7.1. Placebo Test

To further eliminate the influence of other unknown factors on the selection of pilot
cities, this study conducted 999 samplings in all 281 cities, and randomly selected 25 cities
as the virtual treatment group for each sampling (the original number of treatment groups
was 25), and the remaining 256 cities were used as a randomized control group. We
estimate the placebo test adopting the DID approach, and the results are as shown in
Figure 5. Figure 5a,b are, respectively, the distribution diagrams of the coefficients of the
NEVPP on green technology innovation and emission reduction in the random sampling
estimation results. It was found that the t value of most sampling estimation coefficients
changes within a small range, and the significance fails (that is, the pass rate is still low
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even under the 10% confidence level), indicating that the NEVPP did not show a significant
treatment effect in the random sampling simulation. It can be considered that the conclusion
of the treatment effect identified by the benchmark model estimation passed the placebo
test.
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7.2. PSM-DID

Although the NEVPP has a significant effect on green technology innovation and
emission reduction, the result may be caused by potential selectivity bias [30,31]. Therefore,
we used the propensity score matching (PSM) method to solve the problem of selective
bias that may exist in the grouping, by identifying and matching to form a new treatment
group and control group, and then continued to use the panel DID model to identify and
evaluate the treatment effect. The results of the estimation of the PSM-DID method are
shown in Table 7. This study found that the NEVPP still significantly curbs urban green
innovation and significantly reduces urban carbon emissions, indicating that the research
conclusions of the benchmark model are robust.

Table 7. Estimation results in PSM-DID.

GI (PSM-DID) CO2 (PSM-DID)

(1) (2)

DID
−0.042 * −0.101 **
(−1.66) (−2.18)

Constant
−0.020 −2.432 ***
(−0.32) (−21.31)

Control Y Y
Year-FE Y Y
City-FE Y Y

Pro ×year Y Y
Obs. 3520 3520

Adj-R2 0.146 0.773
Note: The parentheses are the t-values. ***, ** and * represent significant levels at 1%, 5% and 10%, respectively.
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7.3. IV Estimation

Although we adopted the PSM-DID method to overcome the possible selection bias
problem, to further overcome the endogenous problem of the pilot city selection, this study
used a two-stage instrumental variable method to further identify and estimate.

Drawing lessons from studies such as Xu et al., (2020) [55], especially the study
of Xie et al., (2021) [30], we used the lagged term of the subsidy scale (subscalag) as
an instrumental variable for the core explanatory variable; this approach satisfies the
hypothesis of relevance and also satisfies the hypothesis of exclusivity. The estimation
results are shown in Table 8, and are all significant. It shows that the estimation result is
still robust after excluding possible endogenous selection bias.

Table 8. Estimation results in IV.

DID Green
Innovation DID CO2 Emissions

(1) (2) (1) (2)

IV(subscalag) 1.034 * 1.257 **
(1.72) (2.83)

IV-DID −0.259 * −0.061 **
(−1.83) (−2.44)

Control Y Y Y Y
Year-FE Y Y Y Y
City-FE Y Y Y Y

Pro×year Y Y Y Y
F-first stage 13.07 35.48

Obs. 3924 3924 3924 3924
Adj-R2 0.316 0.146 0.405 0.865

Note: The parentheses are the t-values. ** and * represent significant levels at 5% and 10%, respectively.

7.4. ETS and Carbon-ETS

Some scholars in existing research have analyzed the green innovation and emission
reduction effects of ETS and carbon-ETS; the analysis results show that these two do have
a significant impact on urban green innovation and carbon emissions [7,31]. Therefore,
in order to avoid the possible confusion caused by ETS and carbon-ETS, this research
constructed dummy variables of ETS and carbon-ETS, that is, if a city belongs to a policy
pilot, the value is 1, otherwise it is 0. This variable was incorporated into the benchmark
DID model, and then we adopted the difference-in-difference-in-differences (DDD) method
to identify and estimate the model.

The results are shown in Table 9. Columns (1) and (2) are the estimated results
after controlling the influence of ETS, and columns (3) and (4) are the estimated results
after controlling the influence of carbon-ETS. The results show that after controlling the
confounding effects of ETS and carbon-ETS, the NEVPP still significantly inhibits green
innovation in pilot cities, and significantly reduces carbon emissions in pilot cities, again
showing that the policy effects of the NEVPP are robust.
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Table 9. Estimation results with ETS and Carbon-ETS.

ETS Carbon-ETS

(1) GI (2) CO2 (3) GI (4) CO2

DDD
−0.039 * −0.042 * −0.025 * −0.196 ***
(−1.82) (−1.77) (−1.69) (−4.28)

Constant
−0.030 2.109 *** −0.027 1.115 ***
(−0.33) (15.08) (−0.30) (5.19)

Control Y Y Y Y
Year-FE Y Y Y Y
City-FE Y Y Y Y

Pro×year Y Y Y Y
Obs. 3924 3924 3924 3924

Adj-R2 0.026 0.975 0.024 0.899
Note: The parentheses are the t-values. *** and * represent significant levels at 1% and 10%, respectively.

7.5. Other Robustness Tests

With reference to previous related studies, we also considered using NOx emissions
and PM2.5 concentration as dependent variables for further robustness testing. The esti-
mated results are shown in Table 10. The estimated results with NOx emissions and PM2.5
concentration as dependent variables are consistent with the baseline regression direction,
again showing that the policy effects of the NEVPP are robust.

Table 10. Estimation results with NOX emissions and PM2.5 concentration.

NOX Emissions PM2.5 Concentration

DID
−0.319 ** −0.303 **
(−2.34) (−2.16)

Constant
9.675 *** 8.700 ***
(11.49) (2.84)

Control Y
Control (with MFs) Y

Year-FE Y Y
City-FE Y Y

Pro×year Y Y
Obs. 3796 3392

Adj-R2 0.347 0.346
Note: The parentheses are the t-values. *** and ** represent significant levels at 1% and 5%, respectively.

8. Discussion and Conclusions
8.1. Discussion

To achieve green innovation and reduce urban carbon emissions, the Chinese govern-
ment has carried out more policy explorations, among which the NEVPP plays an essential
role. Based on the panel data of 281 cities in China from 2004–2017, we explored the policy
effect of NEVPP on green innovation and emissions reduction.

Our research results show that, compared with non-pilot cities, China’s new energy
vehicle subsidy pilot cities have had significant innovation effects and emission reduction
effects, which are consistent with previous research conclusions [32,39]. However, the green
innovation effect expected in this study did not appear; instead, a significant inhibitory
effect appeared, which is significantly different from the existing researches, such as [56].
As described in the introduction, we believe that the reason for this different result may be
related to the heterogeneous source of policy effects. The heterogeneity analysis results of
Section 6 showed that the overall average suppression effect and the partial promotion effect
of green innovation existed simultaneously, indicating the following possible messages: the
eastern region and regions with high levels of non-state-owned economic development did
not play a leading role. Instead, they were negatively restrained by the central and western
regions and regions with a high proportion of the state-owned economy, which makes ATE
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appear as a restraining effect. In terms of emission reduction effects, advantageous regions
showed obvious leading roles. The above conclusions not only refute the negative views of
some scholars on the effectiveness of China’s market-oriented reforms [57] but also confirm
the important role of the market economy in improving the allocation of resource elements
and the urgency of market-oriented reforms in backward areas [58].

Additionally, our analysis explores the mechanism that the NEVPP may affect carbon
dioxide emissions through energy conservation, technological innovation, and industrial
structure adjustment. This verifies the important role of technical efficiency in industrial
structure upgrading, green innovation, and emission reduction [7]. The government should
make full use of policy tools such as the NEVPP to encourage new energy companies to
R&D advanced technologies. For example, the government can try to link NEVs low-
carbon technology R&D with the carbon trading market and send a clear signal to the
market to guide companies to invest in low-carbon technology.

8.2. Conclusions

In general, from the perspective of the current policy treatment effects, the NEVPP has
achieved the expected goals of the policy; it has completed emission reductions while par-
tially increasing green innovation, and realizing green and sustainable development. The
effective implementation of the NEVPP not only provides a powerful reference for China
to use subsidy policy to achieve environmental and economic sustainable development
but also provides experience support on the NEVPP tools for other countries.

Although this research has provided some valuable findings and enlightenment for
government decision making and research in the field of new energy vehicles, it inevitably
has some limitations. On the one hand, our research is limited to city-level data in mainland
China and does not involve other developing or emerging market countries. Therefore,
whether the results of policy effect identification can be extended to these regions needs
further empirical testing. On the other hand, due to the wide scope of the NEVPP subsidies,
our research did not classify and identify the subsidy objects. For example, to classify
and examine the heterogeneity characteristics of the subsidy policies for different types
of new energy vehicles, such as battery electric vehicles (BEVs), plug-in hybrid electric
vehicles (PHEVs), and fuel cell electric vehicles (FCEVs), on the impact mechanism of
green innovation and emission reduction. In addition, our research did not carry out
further analysis of the subsidy policy decline. Further research can attempt to start from
the perspective of subsidy policy decline and examine the mechanism of policy decline on
green innovation and emission reduction effects.
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